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Be an e-Safety Promoter in your
School!

6th February 2018

Alina Gîmbuță, Dalia Chira, Alina Creț

Cyberbullying -a subtle aggression in the digital
environment

The most common forms:
 Loverboy Method
 Catfishing or False Identity
 Secret Apps
 Social networks - anonymous messages sent to young people
to suicide
 Pages of confession
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Loverboy Method
 In 2015 ... 106 young women, fell victims to trafficking in the counties of Timis, Caras Severin and
Arad in Romania. 56 of them were exploited through work and 50, sexually. Most girls come
from western cities of the country and they were forced to work or prostitute in Italy, Denmark,
Germany, France, Ireland.
 In the case of sexually exploited young women, 70% of them were ravaged by the LOVERBOY
method, a method by which traffickers make women fall in love with them, then forcing them
to prostitute.
 Loverboy is one of the most widely used methods of human traffickers, especially recruiters,
which aims to deceive the victims. Recruiters are the first link of a trafficking network. This
recruiting technique is named in love, and it has digital social platforms such as Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram ...
 Emotional attachment develops over several months, sometimes even years, relying on the
vulnerability of the victim. It is manipulated so that it comes to believe that it can no longer live
without it. It also uses "baits" such as gifts or exits in the city to restaurants ...

Catfishing or False Identity

 A catfish is a person who pretends to be someone else and uses fake accounts on Facebook, Twitter,
or Instagram for online relationships that usually last for long periods of time.
 Catfish reasons: loneliness, depression, revenge.
 The term is borrowed from the 2010 Catfish documentary where a young man is filmed while building
an online relationship with a young woman through Facebook. In the end, he finds out that the
woman for whom she had started to feel, hid many things. All the photos posted on that fake account
belonged to a photo model.
 As a rule catfishers use dramatic experiences such as accidents, fighting various diseases such as
cancer to avoid meeting with the real-life person.
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Secret Apps

Secret apps are the ones that are visible on the screen but they aren`t what they seem.
For example, for Android users, the most popular secret app is App Lock, available in the Play Store, with over
100 million downloads. It hides texts, contacts, Facebook photos, calls. Also, another secret application can
look exactly like the Calculator tool, advanced math operations until you enter a numbers password.
The user can also create a false password for parents or other people who would search for hidden information
there.

Using Facebook as a weapon...

***Messages sent directly to FB or via Messenger:
 have aggressive or harassing content;
 invites indirectly to suicide or other behaviors that may endanger the life of the person
receiving the message.
*** A person is ridiculised in public or put in an unfavorable light;
*** Messages or images with sexual connotation are spread to the victim
*** Personal information of a person, got from third parties is shared;
*** Assuming someone else's identity to get information from the hacked
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Digital pages of confession

 A confession page is private and can be opened on platforms like Facebook or
Instagram where confessions / secrets can be posted. These pages are monitored
by an anonymous administrator.
 Such pages can also be opened at the level of gymnasium / lyceum schools
without parents or teachers knowing.
 Posts are anonymous. An example of a school confession page where messages
that explain how to bring guns to school, induce suicide, or how to have sex at
school were identified. https://nypost.com/2014/01/17/high-school-gossip-page-pulled-offinternet/.

What does e-safety school mean?


Strong school policy;

 Action Plan e-Safety Label well prepared;
 E-Safety label accreditation
That's why we need :
•

Evaluation form;

•

Personalised action plan..

The questions of the evaluation form can be found here :
•

http://www.esafetylabel.eu/web/guest
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Educational Digital Resources --- KAHOOT
 User account is taken on Kahoot.com;
 You can create your own material or use materials made by other users;
 To connect to a quiz / questionnaire you must log in to Kahoot.it and enter a code
generated by Kahoot.
Ex: I'm not a target! -quiz, user / quiz author Gimbuta18.
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